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MJS Designs was expanding, but its IT support couldn't keep up. Then it found Copper State Communications.
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MJS Designs had outgrown the smaller IT companies,
and couldn't find the support it needed with bigger ones.
The company required:
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24/7 support
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The company needed to deal with security issues at hand, and to prevent any further breaches.
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together.
Dawn Visser,
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Deployed service within 24 hours to bring the customer online and configured.
Gradually upgraded the company's hardware

Provided DDoS mitigation and other security measures.
Ensured MJS stayed within budget
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Copper State is now MJS Designs' managed services
provider and complete IT resource. When MJS Designs
needs help, Copper State:
Provides expert advice for added peace of
mind

They are very proactive with their
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Have a better idea of remediation efforts

Dawn Visser,
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MJS Designs' network rarely has any issues now, and
Copper State ensures:

“

Proactive monitoring
Network uptime
Compliance with government requirements
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TOP PROVIDERS, AND ENABLE YOU
John D’Agostino, Principal Security

TO ACHIEVE SALES SUCCESS AND

Solutions Architect, CenturyLink

KEEP RECURRING CUSTOMERS.

We can always trust Copper State to do what they say
they will do.

Dawn Visser, President, MJS Designs
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